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18. ON SEPTEMBER 9, 2011, MEXICAN MARINES ARRESTED [b](7)(C) IN COLONIA SANTA FE ORIENTE, SAN NICOLAS DE LOS GARZA, NUEVO LEON, MEXICO. [b](7)(C) WAS THE PLAZA BOSS FOR THE ZETAS IN SAN NICOLAS, NUEVO LEON. IN 2007 [b](7)(C) SERVED AS A SAN PEDRO GARZA GARCIA POLICE OFFICER AND IN 2009 SERVED AS A POLICE OFFICER FOR THE SAN NICOLAS POLICE DEPARTMENT. [b](7)(C) DATED AND WORKED FOR THE PREVIOUS ZETA PLAZA BOSS IN SAN NICOLAS, ARRESTED BY MEXICAN MARINES ON AUGUST 10, 2011. [b](7)(C) TOOK OVER RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THE ZETAS AS THE PLAZA BOSS AFTER [b](7)(C) ARREST.
27. INQUIRIES REGARDING THE REPORT MAY BE DIRECTED TO
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